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debbiesdesigns71@gmail.com 

TREASURER 
Joy Agnew 
760-954-8177 
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PINE NEEDLES QUILT GUILD 
DISPATCHER 

August 2019

August has arrived with heat! It has been over 
100 degrees in Rancho Cucamonga. It is a relief 
to come up to Wrightwood. It seems that the busy 

summer and fall seasons lead us into our Holiday Home Tour. 
Please plan to help out in any way that you can. Have you planned 
to create a new quilt to show off at the home tour? 
I look foreword to seeing you all at the next meeting and at the 
wonderful workshops to come. 
Carol

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Carol Gaines909-559-0099
gainsmath@yahoo.com

Great Auction & Wonderful  Picnic 
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CHAIR POSITIONS 

Block of the Quarter - Flo 
Souza 
Christmas Quilt - Lynn 
Crawford 
FaceBook Coordinator - 
Darlene Mossman 

Home Tour - Marlene 
Bowman 
Home Tour Boutique - 
Joyce Gwinner 
Hospitality - Stephani Neal 
Internal Auditor - Marlene 
Bowman 
Librarian - JoAnne 
Tschantre 
Mini Quilt Auction - Rose 
Burcher 

Mystery Quilt - Rose 
Burcher 
Newsletter - Sara Arnold 
Opportunity Quilt - 
Parliamentarian - 
Publicity - Alice Smith 
Raffle Queen - Cristy Close 

Southern California 
Council of Quilt Guilds 
(SCCQG) Rep: Beth 
Stanton 

Sunshine - Alice Smith 
Webmaster - Beth Stanton 

Our guest speaker for August will be Kathi Wilson from Sierra 
Madre.  Last year she was in charge of the Glendale Quilt Guild 
Home Tour and her house was on the tour.  We loved her house and 
her quilts so much so that I asked if she would come to Wrightwood 
and give us a trunk show.  She was thrilled that we asked her and 
she will show us her beautiful work. 

Because of the snows earlier this year, we have two workshops 
scheduled for September.  Our speaker on September 10 is Dora 
Carey from Paso Robles.  The name of her company is Orange Dot 
Quilts.   Her lecture covers her unusual path from growing up in 
Communist Romania to having a successful quilting business in the 
country of her dreams.  Her quilts are contemporary while 
incorporating traditional patterns. 

Her workshop on Wednesday, September 11 is called Make it 
Modern.  The class discusses what makes a quilt modern and how 
to modernize traditional patterns.  She covers color choice, scale, 
composition, negative space, and quilting designs. The cost of the 
workshop is $30 and you can apply your membership gift 
certificate to the workshop.  It will be held at the Community 
Building from 10 am to 5 pm. 

In addition, Tiffany Hayes from Palmdale will be giving a 
workshop on Saturday, September 21. Her workshop is the Icicle 
Burst quilt. If you are interested in taking the workshop, the 
handout for the workshop was in the February newsletter or you 
can email Lynn at lynnjcrawford@gmail.com for a copy. The cost 
of the workshop is $30 and you can apply your membership gift 
certificate to the workshop.  It will be held at the Community 
Building from 10 am to 4 pm. 

I will have signups for both workshops at the August meeting.  
Please try to attend both if possible.  You will learn completely 
different techniques from each of these teachers to add to your 
quilting repertoire!  

Lynn 

Programs
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Make It Modern class by Dora Cary 

Create a modern quilt inspired by a traditional pattern. Choose one of the four patterns 
below to make in class. 

Patch Nine   Motherboard    On the Plus Side   Split Pinwheels 

Workshop requirements 

Tools of the trade: 
• -  sewing machine, extra needles, thread, bobbins, scissors  
• -  cutting board, large and small rulers and rotary cutter  
• -  iron and ironing board 
•  

Fabric: the fabric requirements will depend on the pattern you choose. Please see 
the sheets with detailed information for each pattern. 

 
Pattern: -  required to follow in class and take home to finish the quilt. Pick one of 
the above for the class (or more to make at home). The patterns will be available 
for purchase before the class. Any one pattern is $10. 

In this workshop we will also discuss what makes a quilt modern and how to 
modernize traditional patterns. 

 

PLUS Dora will share her No Basting quilting technique.
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Tiffany Hayes   
www.NeedleinaHayesStack.biz 

661-816-7037 

 Background  
Fabric  

Medium      
Fabric Binding Backing 

Dark             
Fabric 

Black        
Fabric 

Grey              
Fabric 

1 Block 1 - 2 ½” x 50”  1 - 2 ½” x 40”    1 - 2 ½” x WOF  1 - 1 ½” x 18”  1 - 1 ½” x 18”  

Quilt   ⅜ yard 1 ¼ yards    

Icicle Burst 

Workshop information: 

Pattern included, we will be using The Mini Goddess Tool. 

I will supply The Mini Goddess Tool for you to share in the workshop. 

The Mini Goddess Tool will available for purchase the day of the workshop if you so desire. 

No pre-cutting is required. 

The Icicle Burst quilt is made of 9 blocks. 

Fabric requirements listed below is for 1 block (if you think you are fast bring enough fabric for 2 - 3 blocks). 

Please bring your sewing machine and usual supplies, including mat and rotary cutter. 

In this workshop I hope you will learn many new techniques (and a few tricks), please be ready to learn. 

12” x 12” 

More on page 6
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August Birthdays 

Elisa Gurley  Marlene Bowman

Refreshments 
Marlene B 

Debbie 
Dotti Roundtree


Don’t forget the  

Door Prize 
  50/50 Drawing

Raffle Queen 

We will have a raffle table in August that will have 3 beautiful 
amazing kits. One is called Scenes of the Orient by Bonnie 
Kaster it was a block of the month kit.  The other is called Thru 
Grandmother’s Window by Piece O’ Cake Designs also a block 
of the month kit. There is one more kit that has all the fabric to it. 
 Tickets will be 5 dollars or 5 tickets for 20 dollars. Please bring 
your money they are beautiful. 
Thanks 
Christy 
760 964-1270 

We have given out 15 quilts to Sierra Vista Alzheimer’s Unit. 
They were very grateful for our generasity. Keep up the sewing 
& if you have quilts done please bring to meeting. Let me 
know if you need a kit, batting or backing. 
  
Thanks 
Christy 
760 964-1270 

Home Tour 

It’s time already. Sing up sheet for your preferred shift for the 
home tour will be started at this meeting. I still need four people 
to be house leaders. If you’ve never done this before it’s a good 
time. I’ll pair you with an experienced house leader. Keep 
quilting. Some of the houses are big. Next committee meeting 
Thursday the 15 at 6:30. 5590 Dogwood.  
Stephany  Neil

Libriarian 
Joanne Tschantre’ 
Is looking for our library books that you 
may have in your “library”. So please 
look and bring them back to the guild 
meeting, She would like to start on 
inventory  sometime in the near future. 
Let’s help her our and return the books 
you checked out. 
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Continued from page 1

This Month’s Happenings 

Monday August1 2th/13th The 2019 Perseid Meteor Shower Peaks. August is regarded as "meteor month,"  
    boasting one of the best displays of the year 

Tuesday August 13th  Pine Needles general meeting with guest Speaker Kathi Wilson from Sierra  
    Madre 

Thursday August 15  Speaker at High Country Quilters in Lancaster, CA Barri of Bare Roots will have  
    a trunk show, and a class the next day. Meeting is atCity of Hope 44151 15th  
    SW Lancaster CA Meeting starts at 6:30. She will have a pop up store too! any  
    questions call Bette Jo 661 860-8588 

August 28-31, 2019  38th Annual San Diego Quilt Show 10:00 am  San Diego convention center   

    Hall F 

Saturday, Aug. 31st from 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.   Busy Bear Quilt Guild 31st anniversary Quilt Show at 



Make It Modern class by Dora Cary 

Create a modern quilt inspired by a traditional pattern. Choose one of the four patterns 

below to make in class.  

 

 

 

 

 

          Patch Nine  Motherboard  On the Plus Side       Split Pinwheels 

 

Workshop requirements 

Tools of the trade:  

- sewing machine, extra needles, thread, bobbins, scissors 

- cutting board, large and small rulers and rotary cutter 

- iron and ironing board 

Fabric:   

- the fabric requirements will depend on the pattern you choose. Please see the 

sheets with detailed information for each pattern. 

Pattern:  

- required to follow in class and take home to finish the quilt. Pick one of the above 

for the class (or more to make at home). The patterns will be available for purchase 

before the class. Any one pattern is $10. 

 

In this workshop we will also discuss what makes a quilt modern and how to modernize 

traditional patterns. 

 

PLUS  Dora will share her No Basting quilting technique.  



Patch Nine 

62” x 78” 

Fabric requirements: 

2  Jelly Roll strips (2 1/2”x 42“ each) for each color group PLUS two extra strips (one for each of 

the colors that have more blocks - light grey and ochre in my quilt) for a total of  16 Jelly Roll 

strips, as there are seven different color groups in this quilt.  

  - or -  

1/4 yard for each of the seven color groups.  

PLUS 

4 yards background fabric - white, in this case, but other colors can be used. 

HOMEWORK:  (optional – it can be done in class, too) 

- if using yardage, cut 2 ½” strips, from selvage to selvage, from your main fabrics; 

- from the background fabric cut 40 strips, 2 ½” wide, from selvage to selvage. 



Motherboard 

54” x 64” 

 

Fabric requirements: 

32 Jelly Roll strips in pairs of coordinated solids and polka dots (2 1/2”x 44“ each) 

  - or -  

You can also cut your own 2 1/2” wide strips of fabric, from selvage to selvage. To get the same 

look, it’s recommended to use 8 different solid fabrics and 8 different patterned fabrics.  

PLUS 

22 Jelly Roll strips (2 1/2”x 44“ each) for the background 

HOMEWORK:  (optional – it can be done in class, too) 

- from each color strip cut the following sizes: 2 ½”, 4 ½”, 6 ½”, 8 ½” and 10 ½”; 

- from the background strips cut 32 pieces each of the following sizes: 2 ½”, 4 ½”, 6 ½” 

and 8 ½”. Tip: start cutting the longest pieces first. 



 

On the Plus Side 

42” x 42” 

 

Fabric requirements: 

12 Jelly Roll strips (2 1/2”x 44“ each) in various colors or just one color (I used 8 different colors, 

in which case you need 2 strips of each color but there will be some leftovers) 

PLUS 

14 white Jelly Roll strips (2 1/2” x 44“ each) for the background. 

HOMEWORK  (for the Baby Size quilt depicted above): 

- select your fabrics and cut 5 2 1/2” pieces from each 2 1/2” x 44” color strip; 

- from the 2 1/2” background strips cut 38 2 ½” pieces, 12 4 ½” pieces and 64 6 ½” 

pieces. 

Other quilt sizes (with their fabric requirements) are included in the pattern. 



Split Pinwheels 

40” x 40” 

 

Fabric requirements: 

Pinwheels fabric:  1 yard or 36 Charm Pack (5” x 5”) squares or 9 Layer Cake (10” x 10”) squares; 

PLUS 

Background fabric: 1 2/3 yard. 

HOMEWORK (for the baby size quilt depicted above):  

- select your fabric or fabrics and have 36 5” squares cut and ready; 

- cut 9 squares 11 ½” x 11 ½” from the background fabric. 

Other quilt sizes (with their fabric requirements) are included in the pattern. 
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